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	NAME: Al-Leyan
	DESCRIPTION: The Al-Leyans are a meticulous people, whose perfectionist outlook had an impact on the way they explored their own world, as well as space. As a result, by the time they took to physically exploring their solar system (which they had already examined using telescopes & other scientific means) they had already charted every corner of their planet. The Al-Leyan people are lovely to behold, they are elegant people with a very regal bearing.The 1st species they encountered in space was the Klingons.Al-Leyans use 2 names; the first name is a proper name that emphasizes the individual. The latter is a surname handed down from person to person through a patriarchal family-line.Male Names: Halca, Z'yer, A'ernFemale Names: Amira, Lael, Loleh, Luran, RuneCommon Surnames: Rosek, Rejock, Sorani, Pachuayo, Jolara,
	ERA:  TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13:  A little forethought prevents mistakes.
	Text Field 7: Fitness +2, Presence +1, 
	Text Field 8: Al-Leyans physically resemble Humans in many ways, the two biggest differences being that their ears curve to a slight point, & their eyes glow in dim or gloomy conditions when reflecting light rays. Their skin ranges from alabaster, through sun-kissed, to olive & light brown depending on climate. Al-Leyans living in polar regions have lighter skin, as opposed to those living in tropical climes having darker skin.
	TALENTS: Al-Leyan only or with GMs permission. Must take Night Vision talent.
	TALENT NAME 1: Night Vision & Exceptional Hearing
	TALENT TEXT 1: They have exceptional Night Vision allowing them to see 6x better than humans & their hearing is as good as a Ferengi. They receive no penalties in Difficulty for low-light or darkness; & -3 to Difficulty for being surprised, minimum of 0.
	TALENT NAME 2: Competitive
	TALENT TEXT 2: Al-Leyan people are natural competitors. Whenever their abilities are set against an opponent, the desire to win rises to the surface & surges them on to victory. They roll an additional 1d20.
	TALENT NAME 3: Telepathy
	TALENT TEXT 3: As / Betazoid Talent. [T6/E6] They represent 10% of their population.
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